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Recap of Antoine and Devrim’s paper 

“Modelling small open economies in a financialised world: a stock-flow consistent 

prototype model” 

 

- Large, calibrated SFC model with six sectors, and real quantities, flows and 

balance sheets all tracked explicitly; 

- Single country, assumed to be a small, open, developing economy with an open 

capital account and flexible exchange rate; 

- Focus of the paper is on a global monetary policy loosening and the domestic 

factors that can amplify the boom-bust cycle caused by it; 

- Authors highlight some limitations of their paper, for example the fact that there 

are no positive spillovers from capital inflows to the supply side of the economy. 
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What I liked about the paper 

1. Extremely topical, given the US inflation outlook. (I note the model is not linear. 

Can the monetary policy shock be run in reverse to simulate tightening by the 

Fed?) 

2. Generation of boom-bust cycles from a single shock. Many macro models will 

just take the economy straight back to balanced growth after a shock. 

3. Highlights the potential trade-off between monetary policy and financial stability 

objectives in a boom phase. Not just for EMEs: UK in 2006-7 was similar. 

4. Explicit treatment of balance sheets in the model allows for a discussion of 

gross capital flows, which are at least as important as net deficits (Kumhof, 

Rungcharoenkitkul and Sokol (2020), Burgess and Shanbhogue (2017)). 

5. Comprehensiveness: full treatment of financial as well as real side of the 

economy is extremely appealing. 
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Some challenges 

1. Many of the model parameters are calibrated independently, rather than being 

estimated simultaneously based on historical data. The final balanced growth path 

looks sensible, but how can we be confident the empirical properties of the whole 

model are sound? 

2. How is it possible on the BGP for sectors to be net debtors or creditors for ever? Is it 

worth spelling out more explicitly how stock positions can still be stable as a share of 

GDP? (P31) 

3. The model specification itself includes some quite big assumptions: 

• Global banks’ leverage depends negatively and predictably on the global risk-free rate 

(and also on the country risk premium) (42) 

• The mark-up for banks on FX lending is countercyclical (46) 

• The interest rate on government bonds is a simple function of the debt stock and 

domestic inflation (69) 

• The proportion of global capital flows going to this country is closely prescribed (91) 
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Some challenges (more minor) 

1. The Taylor Rule does not include a role for output or employment (eqn 71). 

2. Full indexation of wages to inflation feels like a strong assumption in the 

calibration and more than the data suggest. Is there value in using a different 

specification?  

3. [Very minor] Possibly redefine the exchange rate in the model to be units of 

foreign currency per unit of domestic currency? In the chart below it looks as 

though the monetary policy shock causes a depreciation. 
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Suggestions for future work 

1. The result about banking sector competitiveness and the amplitude of the 

boom-bust cycle is very interesting. Many regulators face a trade-off between 

competition and financial stability, but your paper suggests the opposite. Would 

the result be the same in a more granular / agent-based model with more 

complex interactions between the banks? 

2. In your model, what policy tools could be used to reduce the negative 

consequences of the boom-bust cycle? Does replacing your constant capital 

requirement with a countercyclical buffer help? 

3. What other shocks are worth exploring within the existing model? An interesting 

case study could be a rise in the country risk premium. (We modelled this in the 

2019 Bank of England stress test scenario.) 
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An aside: some challenges in using SFC models in policy institutions 

• Complexity and data requirements. Larger models more vulnerable to operational 

risk.  

 

• Prevailing mode of thinking in many central banks: financial conditions matter, 

but balance sheet variables are a “veil” over something more fundamental. Why 

invest the time and resources in projecting them? 

 

• SFC models can only ever be one approach in a diverse suite of models. They 

illuminate some situations, but are less effective in others (lockdowns, wars etc.) 
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Questions and discussion 


